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Meaningful Learning Experiences 

Strategic Commitment ✓ Part of a pilot supported by a large academy trust 

Curriculum Provision ✓ Helping to develop arithmetic skills in year 8/9 

Employer Partnerships ✓ Initially with a construction firm, then a recording studio 

Reflective Young People ✓ Helping students develop problem-solving skills 

Informed Career Choices ✓ Insight into the workplace of a recording studio 

 

Maths project switches focus from the Construction industry to an aspiring hip hop artist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Originally, the brief for this maths project at Four Dwellings Academy in Birmingham had year 10 

students in mind. It stated that, ‘Students forget and/or mix up the steps required for processes such 

as multiplying, dividing, adding and subtracting with fractions as well as working with laws of indices 

and standard form. It can all seem like abstract information not anchored to anything helpful.’ 

A major construction firm had their regional offices just across the road from the school and already 

had a significant corporate social responsibility programme with schools. They responded positively 

to the brief, providing scale drawings and other data from two construction sites and even lining up 

a quantity surveyor to support the project. But then the Covid-19 health crisis halted the building 

trade and many of the company’s staff were put on furlough. With the majority of students now at 

home, engaging them in their studies was also a challenge for teachers across all subjects.  

One of the maths teachers – in his spare time – performed as a hip hop spoken word artist and had 

previously created a work sheet about a fictitious rap artist as the basis for maths calculations. Using 

this idea and a virtual tour of ‘The Mushrooms, a local recording studio, which had been created for 

a music project at another school in the academy trust, the worksheet became a challenge for year 

8/9 students, who were asked to advise their teacher … ‘Mr K’: Should he record at home or pay to 

use a professional studio? Should he record an album or just his one best track? 

Students were given costs and other figures and asked to submit a short proposal, with a selection 

of their work being sent to the manager of the recording studio for informal feedback.  

 

Benefits for the Students 

Advise from the students for their maths teacher – aka ‘Mr K’ – varied widely: 

- '... when your music career takes off you could invest in a home studio.’ 

- ‘… you should learn to record at home because it could be useful in the future …' 

The achievement I am most proud of as a result of this experience is: 

- ‘I have a better understanding of how to put costings together.’ 

- ‘Helping Mr K Mills.’ 
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Benefits for the Employer 

- The construction company remains keen to develop curriculum projects, recognising their 

potential to reach large numbers of young people with limited requirement for staff time 

and making use of existing information to provide real contexts for learning.  

- The virtual tour of The Mushrooms recording studio had already been created for a project 

at another school within the same multi-academy trust.  

Benefits for the School 

- ‘It gave the students an opportunity to use Maths and problem solve in a real-life scenario, 

which is something they are under practiced in.’ 

- ‘My next few terms working with them (when we’re hopefully back in school) will be focused 

on reconnecting with them and closing their learning gaps … this project is something that is 

most effective post Covid-19 once they have settled back into good learning rhythms.’  

A maths teacher’s spare time interest in spoken word 

hip hop became the focus for a maths project involving 

year 8/9 students. Using prices from a local recording 

studio and the cost of home recording equipment, 

they offered advice for ‘Mr K’ about his options.  


